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ABSTRACT1

With the development of voice as an emerging form of interaction (especially in the commercial,
consumer space), new design methods and principles need to be adopted to account for the design
challenges that Voice User Interfaces  (VUIs) bring.  As this  leads to an increase in demand for
designers  who are  primarily  experts  in  VUI  design,  they  must  be  trained  in  new VUI  design
methods and principles. However, there is currently a lack of education in VUI design within HCI
curricula. We conducted a preliminary scoping scan of HCI curricula of 20 top HCI departments
across the world, exploring the current state of VUI design training in HCI education. Based on
this, we advocate for the updating of HCI curricula to incorporate training for VUI design, and for
the development of VUI heuristics as pedagogical artifacts to be included in new curricula, as more
usability designers are asked to design for new VUIs. 

1 INTRODUCTION

Voice User Interfaces (VUI) are growing as a popular form of interaction, where users can use
voice and natural language to interact with the technology around them. The presence of devices
such as  the  Amazon Echo,  Google  Home,  and Siri  is  becoming prominent  in  the  commercial
market.  As  VUIs  continue to develop and grow,  the  need to understand and account for  the
specific design challenges of these interfaces becomes more necessary. Current usability experts
and designers  are being asked to design more often for  voice and speech interfaces,  as  more
companies incorporate VUIs into their devices. Most of these usability experts have been trained in
traditional  design and evaluation methods,  which have been largely  geared towards  Graphical
User Interfaces (GUIs). It has been stated that designing for voice is very different than designing
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for graphical interfaces [9]. Designers often cite that a lack of knowledge of current guidelines [10]
and a lack of time [4,10] cause current designers to not apply usability and design guidelines in
other fields such as web accessibility. In particular,  usability experts who are transitioning into
designing for voice often found themselves lost [8]. Therefore, HCI education must involve training
for the design of VUIs as well, as these skills become more important in the commercial space. In
addition,  while  current  HCI teaching can make use of  resources  such as  heuristic  design and
usability  guidelines  (e.g.  Norman  [3],  Shniederman  [5],  Nielsen  [2]),  there  are  no  widely
established equivalent ones for VUIs [1]. This makes it even more imperative to focus on how to
best adapt HCI curricula to this new design space. 

As it stands, current HCI curricula has not been updated to take into account the new design
problems  that  VUIs  present,  and  design  practices  and  principles  for  VUIs.  Our  current  HCI
teaching  methods  are  still  primarily  geared  towards  traditional  design  principles  and
design/evaluation methods that are developed with Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) in mind. This
makes it difficult for new designers to be properly trained particularly in VUIs. As HCI research in
VUI design methods grows, HCI educators must in turn incorporate these into the training that
usability designers and experts receive. 

2 A LOOK AT VUI DESIGN IN CURRENT HCI CURRICULA 

To explore the state of VUI design teaching in current HCI education, we present a preliminary
scoping scan of HCI curricula in top HCI departments across the world. We explore HCI course
offerings in these HCI departments and identify how design principles and methods are being
taught in these courses. In particular, we explore whether current HCI curricula is being revised or
adapted to include VUI design methods.

2.1 Methods

We examined 20 universities with the top number of publications at the most recent CHI (2018)
[11].  For  each  university,  we  examined  all  the  courses  offered  in  said  university’s  HCI
division/department  (often  encompassed  by  the  university’s  Computer  Science  department or
School of Information).  Based on both the title and public description of the courses (as a public
syllabus  was  often  not  available),  we reviewed  undergraduate,  graduate,  and  cross-listed  HCI
courses offered by these universities, identifying which ones discussed VUIs or VUI design. We
classified  a  course  as  one  that  discusses  VUI  design  if  either  the  course  title  or  description
contained any of the keywords identified in Table 1. We excluded any courses whose main focus
was on the technical aspects of speech recognition, artificial  intelligence,  and natural language
understanding/computation. We also excluded any courses that focused on auditory perception
without a focus on interaction design.

 
 Table 1: List of keywords used to identify VUI course

VUI Course Keywords
conversational interface; conversational agent; conversa-

tion; voice; voice agent; voice user interface; dialogue
agent; audio; auditory; speech; speech interface; human-ro-

bot interaction; smart home; personal smart agent; per-
sonal smart assistant; interactive robot



2.2 Findings

Each  university  that  was  reviewed  had  at  least  one  general  HCI  design  methods-oriented
course. These are courses that teach traditional design and usability evaluation methods such as
prototyping, usability studies, heuristic evaluations, design principles, etc.  None of the methods-
oriented courses mentioned discussing VUI design methods or usability evaluations. At least 1/3 of
the course descriptions  make a point  of  explicitly  stating that  their  focus  was on design and
evaluation methods for GUIs.  Others that did not explicitly  state so mentioned designing and
evaluating a mobile or web application, implying a focus on GUIs. 

 Table 2 lists the universities that were examined, their rank based on how many publications
they had in CHI 2018 (#1 being the highest), and the number of HCI courses offered that explicitly
discuss  VUIs  or  VUI  design.  Among the  courses  that  had a mention  of  VUIs  in  their  title  or
description, most of them did not mention a particular focus on VUI design. Instead, most of these
course descriptions listed VUIs as a general topic to be touched on. Table 3 illustrates the main
topics of the courses that  mentioned VUIs  or VUI design for each university.  Out of  the nine
universities that mentioned audio or speech as a form of  interaction,  the most common main
course topics were “multi-modal interfaces”, or “intelligent/smart agents”, and therefore was not
primarily  focused on designing for voice or speech interaction.  Three of the courses were also
aimed towards “accessible interfaces” or “future/emergent interfaces”. Carnegie Mellon was the
one outlier in the universities we reviewed, containing several special topics courses that had VUI
design as a topic of discussion, with one being primarily focused on “Ubiquitous Personal Smart
Agents” (like Google Assistant and Siri).  Only one of the courses reviewed, from Northwestern
University, was primarily geared towards Conversational Interfaces – and even then, such topics
often encompass agents such as text chat bots. As we can see, there is still a lack in education or
training in VUI design methods and principles.

Some of  the  courses  that  we reviewed  mentioned  concepts  or  topics  that  were  potentially
related  to voice or speech interfaces,  but  did not  explicitly  mention them as  a key subject  of
discussion. Some were about the design of human-robot  interaction;  while these courses often
mentioned topics like designing human-robot conversation, voice was often not explicitly stated as
a topic of focus.  An example of this is at Cornell University, where they offer a course named
“Human Robot Interaction – Research and Design” which describes examining “novel ways for
robots to interact with people” without the mention of voice or speech explicitly. Others had more
specific  courses  geared  towards  the  design  of  ubiquitous  interfaces  or  multi-modal  interfaces;
while  these  courses  could  encompass  VUIs,  it  was  not  always  clear  from  the  course  title  or
description if this was so.   An example of this was a course offered at Carnegie Mellon named
“Ubiquitous Computing”,  where an example topic named in the description was “smart home,

 
Table 2: Courses that Discuss VUI or VUI Design in Top 20
HCI Universities

Name of University Rank (by # 
of pubs in 
CHI ‘18)

# of Courses 
discussing VUIs/ 
or VUI design

Carnegie Mellon 2 6
Georgia Tech 5 1
KAIST 7 1
MIT 8 1
LMU Munich 9 1
Northwestern University 15 1
University of Maryland 16 1
Aurhus University 18 1
Aalto University 19 1
University of 
Washington

1 0

Newcastle University 3 0
University of Michigan 4 0
Stanford University 6 0
Northumbria University 10 0
Simon Fraser University 11 0
University of Waterloo 12 0
Cornell University 13 0
Lancaster University 14 0
University of Stuttgart 17 0
University College 
London

20 0

Total 15



healthcare and assistive applications”. While “smart homes” are often voice-assisted, and was a
keyword we used in our search, there was not an explicit mention of voice or speech interaction.
As  can  be  seen,  while  universities  are  offering  courses  and training for  other  new interaction
techniques outside of GUI interaction, this does not include VUIs in the overwhelming majority of
cases. At best, there are only vague placeholders for possible VUI design teaching. While courses
such as  these  were  not  included  in  our  counts  in  Table  2,  as  they  do  not  explicitly  mention
discussing VUI design,  it  is  worth noting the potential  these courses  have to incorporate  VUI
design teaching.

During  our  review,  we did find that  many of  these universities  offered  at  least  one  course
containing some of our keywords that was focused on speech recognition or natural  language
understanding/computation. While we did not include these in our final count, as they do not
focus  on  interaction  design,  it  does  show that  the  current  focus  on  teaching about speech is
overwhelmingly focused on the engineering side of dialogue agents. 

3 Moving forward: A Call to Action

While this review is preliminary (and yet to be expanded with more targeted information such
as interviews with HCI instructors), this illustrates that current HCI curricula lacks a focus in VUI
design  education.  A  few  of  the  courses  that  were  reviewed  classified  speech  interfaces  as
“emerging” interfaces, which signals the potential for these interfaces to become more prominent
in the future. As research on proper design methods for VUIs develops, this knowledge must be
passed on to new designers and usability experts. Current training offered by HCI curricula for
speech  in  particular  is  often  focused  on  the  technical  engineering  aspects,  such  as  speech
recognition,  audio compression,  or  natural  language understanding.  It  is  important  to provide
equal course offerings and training for interface and interaction design for VUIs.

It is becoming increasingly important to focus on VUI design teaching as more designers are
asked to both incorporate voice into existing devices, or to design completely new devices with
voice as a primary form of interaction. A key component of this transition is the development and
teaching of VUI design heuristics. One cannot imagine an HCI curriculum without the teaching of
GUI heuristics, such as Nielsen’s [2] or Norman’s [3], as they are the center of established design
and evaluation methods. In contrast, VUI heuristics are, at the present moment, in a preliminary
state and not extensively validated [1,6,7]. Therefore, we need to also develop and validate these
VUI heuristics so we can build our curriculum around them – as these would represent the same
valuable pedagogical artifacts as GUI heuristics. Any curriculum changes would need to account
for the fact that such heuristics are not widely adopted. Thus, we invite HCI educators – many of
them  very  familiar  with  GUI  design  principles  and  methods  –  to  engage  in  the  process  of

 
Table 3: Main Course Topics in Courses that discuss VUI or
VUI Design

Name of University Main Course Topic s
University of Washington -
Carnegie Mellon research methods; accessibility;

artificial intelligence; future 
user interfaces; ubiquitous 
interfaces; personal smart 
agents

Newcastle University -
University of Michigan -
Georgia Tech human-robot interaction
Stanford University -
KAIST human-computer interaction
MIT intelligent interfaces; multi-

modal interfaces
LMU Munich intelligent interfaces;
Northumbria University -
Simon Fraser University -
University of Waterloo -
Cornell University -
Lancaster University -
Northwestern University conversational interfaces
University of Maryland practical hci skills
University of Stuttgart -
Aurhus University multi-modal interaction
Aalto University emergent user interfaces
University College London -



developing VUI heuristics that can then be incorporated into our pedagogy, and in re-imagining
the HCI curricula around such emerging interaction paradigms.
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